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We, Pryshth Foundation, are delighted to resume
We, Pryshth Foundation, are delighted to resumeour ongoing journey this month. Our excitement is

our ongoing journey this month. Our excitement ismatched only by the remarkable progress we've
matched only by the remarkable progress we'veachieved thus far. With unwavering dedication and

achieved thus far. With unwavering dedication andyour invaluable support, we embark on another
your invaluable support, we embark on another
chapter of our mission. Introducing 'Pankh,' our
chapter of our mission. Introducing 'Pankh,' our
latest initiative, we are thrilled about the positive
latest initiative, we are thrilled about the positive

impact it promises to bring.impact it promises to bring.  
We wholeheartedly appreciate the encouragement
We wholeheartedly appreciate the encouragementand love we've received, propelling us forward. This

and love we've received, propelling us forward. Thisrelentless pursuit of our goals is a testament to our
relentless pursuit of our goals is a testament to our

commitment to creating a better world.
commitment to creating a better world.  We invite you to join us on this inspiring expedition,

We invite you to join us on this inspiring expedition,to stay connected and engaged. Together, we'll
to stay connected and engaged. Together, we'll

continue to make a difference and write a brighter
continue to make a difference and write a brighter

future for all. Thank youfor being an essential
future for all. Thank youfor being an essential  

part of our journey.part of our journey.  

IntroductionIntroductionIntroduction
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Pryshth Foundation is dedicated to
engaging in various new initiatives and

activities to support the children
associated with our organization. We are

committed to providing ongoing assistance
and nurturing to these children. Here, we
present a glimpse into the lives of some of

the students we have been consistently
helping and supporting: 

Activities/Success StoriesActivities/Success StoriesActivities/Success Stories

These students' stories exemplify
our commitment to empowering

and supporting them in their
educational journey. We are

proud to stand by them as they
pursue their dreams and

aspirations. 
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Payal, a dedicated and accomplished
student, has successfully completed her
12th-grade education with an outstanding
75 percent, earning a well-deserved first
division distinction. She excels not only
academically but also in her vocational
subject, Fashion Studies. Payal's
educational journey continues as she
embarks on the next step: pursuing a BA
1st-year degree, privately, through IGNOU.
With her commitment and diligence, Payal
is well on her way to achieving her
educational and career goals. Her
achievements stand as a testament to her
hard work and the support she receives
from our organization. 

 

PayalPayalPayal
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Antima, a dedicated and determined
student, has successfully completed

her 12th-grade education in the Arts
stream, achieving a commendable

result of 58 percent. Her educational
journey continues as she has secured

admission to the BA 1st year at the
prestigious Post Graduate

Government College for Girls, Sector
42, under the regular program.

Antima's pursuit of academic
excellence is supported by her father,

who is engaged in a private job. Her
achievements and aspirations reflect
her commitment to a brighter future,

and we are honored to be a part of her
journey. 

AntimaAntimaAntima
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SoniSoniSoni
Soni, a diligent and
accomplished student, has
successfully completed her
12th-grade education in the Arts
stream, securing a notable
percentage of 61.2%.
Complementing her academic
achievements, she has a
vocational background in
Beauty and Yoga. 
Soni's educational journey
continues as she takes a
significant step forward, having
gained admission to BA 1st Year
through IGNOU under the
private category. Her
aspirations are supported by
her father, who is engaged in
labor work, showcasing 
Soni's dedication and hard
work.  
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Priya, an earnest and determined
student, has successfully completed
her 12th-grade education in the Arts

stream, achieving a notable
percentage of 54.8%. Her educational

journey continues as she has gained
admission to BA 1st Year at the

esteemed Post Graduate Government
College for Girls, Sector 11, under the

regular program. Supported by her
father, who is engaged in a private

job, Priya's commitment to her
academic pursuits is commendable.

Her achievements stand as a
testament to her dedication, and we

are proud to be a part of her
educational endeavor. 

PriyaPriyaPriya
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Rahul, a diligent and promising
student, has successfully
completed his 12th-grade
education in the Arts stream with a
commendable percentage of 56%.
Alongside his academic
achievements, he possesses a
vocational background in Electrical
Technology and Air Conditioning.
Rahul's educational journey
progresses as he secures admission
to BA 1st Year through IGNOU
under the private category.
Supported by his father, Lakshman
Kotwal, and mother, Churaki Devi,
Rahul's dedication to his academic
and vocational pursuits is evident.
We are honored to be part of his
educational odyssey, providing
valuable support for his future
endeavors. 

RahulRahulRahul
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Pankh" represents an exciting new initiative that we are eager to launch.Pankh" represents an exciting new initiative that we are eager to launch.
This endeavor, is rooted in our steadfast commitment to supportingThis endeavor, is rooted in our steadfast commitment to supporting

students and assisting them in securing their future. The core objectivestudents and assisting them in securing their future. The core objective
of this initiative is to empower gifted students, providing them with theof this initiative is to empower gifted students, providing them with the

means to pursue their dreams and soar to new heights with theirmeans to pursue their dreams and soar to new heights with their
indomitable "pankh" (wings), ultimately reaching the destinations theyindomitable "pankh" (wings), ultimately reaching the destinations they

aspire to.aspire to.  

At Pryshth, our mission has always been to be the wind beneath theAt Pryshth, our mission has always been to be the wind beneath the
wings of aspiring individuals, and "Pankh" is a significant step inwings of aspiring individuals, and "Pankh" is a significant step in

realizing this vision. We are fully dedicated to nurturing the talents andrealizing this vision. We are fully dedicated to nurturing the talents and
potential of the students we aim to help. Our goal is to not just assistpotential of the students we aim to help. Our goal is to not just assist

them in achieving academic excellence but also to provide the guidancethem in achieving academic excellence but also to provide the guidance
and resources necessary to excel in their chosen professional paths.and resources necessary to excel in their chosen professional paths.  

Under the expansive banner of "Pankh," we have a myriad of activitiesUnder the expansive banner of "Pankh," we have a myriad of activities
and programs in store. These initiatives are meticulously designed toand programs in store. These initiatives are meticulously designed to

cater to the unique needs and aspirations of each student. Be itcater to the unique needs and aspirations of each student. Be it
scholarship opportunities, mentorship programs, or skill developmentscholarship opportunities, mentorship programs, or skill development

workshops, we are committed to offering a comprehensive supportworkshops, we are committed to offering a comprehensive support
system. By doing so, we aim to foster an environment where talentedsystem. By doing so, we aim to foster an environment where talented

individuals can thrive and reach their full potential.individuals can thrive and reach their full potential.  

Our commitment to social responsibility is unwavering. "Pankh" is aOur commitment to social responsibility is unwavering. "Pankh" is a
testament to our belief that talent knows no bounds, and with the righttestament to our belief that talent knows no bounds, and with the right
guidance, it can flourish even in the most challenging circumstances.guidance, it can flourish even in the most challenging circumstances.

We are acutely aware that there are gifted students out there who faceWe are acutely aware that there are gifted students out there who face
obstacles that may seem insurmountable. We pledge to do everything inobstacles that may seem insurmountable. We pledge to do everything in
our power to level the playing field and give them the opportunities theyour power to level the playing field and give them the opportunities they

deserve.deserve.  

PankhPankhPankh
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As we embark on this exciting journey, we invite you to stayAs we embark on this exciting journey, we invite you to stay
tuned for updates on the diverse activities and initiativestuned for updates on the diverse activities and initiatives
that fall under the "Pankh" program. This is not just anthat fall under the "Pankh" program. This is not just an

initiative; it's a movement that we hope will bring about ainitiative; it's a movement that we hope will bring about a
positive change in the lives of many. We will continue ourpositive change in the lives of many. We will continue our

unwavering endeavor to spread happiness and make aunwavering endeavor to spread happiness and make a
meaningful difference in the lives of those we touch.meaningful difference in the lives of those we touch.  

The heart of "Pankh" beats for those who need assistance,The heart of "Pankh" beats for those who need assistance,
and we pledge to fully utilize our resources and expertise.and we pledge to fully utilize our resources and expertise.
We recognize that everyone is unique and has their ownWe recognize that everyone is unique and has their own
dreams and aspirations. Our commitment is to stand bydreams and aspirations. Our commitment is to stand by
them, offer support in every possible way, and empowerthem, offer support in every possible way, and empower

them to achieve their goals.them to achieve their goals.  

In conclusion, "Pankh" is more than just an initiative; it's aIn conclusion, "Pankh" is more than just an initiative; it's a
manifestation of our unwavering dedication to nurturingmanifestation of our unwavering dedication to nurturing

talent and helping individuals reach their full potential. Wetalent and helping individuals reach their full potential. We
look forward to the exciting journey ahead, and we invitelook forward to the exciting journey ahead, and we invite
you to join us in this endeavor. Together, we can create ayou to join us in this endeavor. Together, we can create a

brighter and more promising future for the gifted studentsbrighter and more promising future for the gifted students
we aim to serve.we aim to serve.  

PankhPankhPankh
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Pankh has undeniably been a soaring andPankh has undeniably been a soaring and
successful project, reaching new heights ofsuccessful project, reaching new heights of

accomplishment. With an unwaveringaccomplishment. With an unwavering
commitment to excellence, it aspires tocommitment to excellence, it aspires to
continually improve its impact. We takecontinually improve its impact. We take

immense pride in our support to students,immense pride in our support to students,
and our dedication remains resolute. In thisand our dedication remains resolute. In this

regard, we are thrilled to introduce tworegard, we are thrilled to introduce two
exceptional students who have touched ourexceptional students who have touched our

hearts: Harshita and Hritik. Theirhearts: Harshita and Hritik. Their
dedication and enthusiasm epitomize thededication and enthusiasm epitomize the
spirit of Pankh and inspire us to strive forspirit of Pankh and inspire us to strive for

even greater success in our educationaleven greater success in our educational
endeavors.endeavors.  

PankhPankhPankh   
SuccessSuccessSuccess   
StoriesStoriesStories
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PankhPankhPankh   
SuccessSuccessSuccess   
StoriesStoriesStories

HarshitaHarshitaHarshita

HritikHritikHritik

Harshita stands out as an exceptional and diligent student.Harshita stands out as an exceptional and diligent student.
Currently, she is pursuing a bachelor's in computer application atCurrently, she is pursuing a bachelor's in computer application at
Janki Devi College, where she consistently demonstrates outstandingJanki Devi College, where she consistently demonstrates outstanding
academic performance. Her dedication and achievements are aacademic performance. Her dedication and achievements are a
source of immense pride for us. We are committed to supporting hersource of immense pride for us. We are committed to supporting her
every step of the way in her educational journey, ensuring herevery step of the way in her educational journey, ensuring her
continued success. Harshita's commitment to excellence serves as ancontinued success. Harshita's commitment to excellence serves as an
inspiration and a testament to her potential, and we eagerlyinspiration and a testament to her potential, and we eagerly
anticipate her future accomplishments.anticipate her future accomplishments.  

Hritik exemplifies unwavering dedication and diligence as aHritik exemplifies unwavering dedication and diligence as a
student, and we are proud to have him as a part of Pryshth.student, and we are proud to have him as a part of Pryshth.

Currently pursuing a degree in Economics with an expectedCurrently pursuing a degree in Economics with an expected
graduation this year, he also impressively manages a minorgraduation this year, he also impressively manages a minor

degree in Physical Education while excelling in his sports career.degree in Physical Education while excelling in his sports career.
Hritik, his sibling, and mother's tireless efforts are trulyHritik, his sibling, and mother's tireless efforts are truly

commendable. We wholeheartedly support him in his endeavorscommendable. We wholeheartedly support him in his endeavors
and stand with his family, ensuring that they have the backingand stand with his family, ensuring that they have the backing

they need every step of the way in their pursuit of success.they need every step of the way in their pursuit of success.
Hritik's remarkable commitment to both academics and sports isHritik's remarkable commitment to both academics and sports is

truly inspiring.truly inspiring.  
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Email - contact@pryshth.org.in
Phone - +91-8920131976 Follow Us - 


